Weser-Pro HY

Protects and embellishes

Fields of use
Weser-pro HY is a specially tested product for protection
of Weser elements.
It reduces weathering, and growth of moss, lichen and
plant micro-organisms, and makes further cleaning easier.
It also brings out colours.
Weser-Pro HY can be used on new materials, and also
for renovation, provided the surfaces have been cleaned
of all efflorescence and traces of weathering. In the case
of renovation, the materials look new and their colours
are brightened up.

Instructions for use
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Recommandations

The product is ready for use.
It must be used on dry materials.
z On new materials, apply one coat of Weser-Pro
HY using a brush, a paintbrush or a sprayer.
z For renovation, make sure the materials are clean,
and clean them beforehand, if necessary, with :
- Weser-Net EF to remove efflorescence

Avoid applying too thick a coat of the product, and make
sure its thickness is regular. Read carefully the instructions
on the container.
- Do not swallow, and avoid contact with the eyes.
- Store in the original container, out of the reach of
children, and away from foodstuffs.
- Do not apply Weser-Pro HY when it is raining, as
the product is drained away by rainwater.
- Protect from frost. Store in a temperature of 5° to
35°C.
- Do not apply in temperatures of under 10°C.

Caracteristics

Extra treatment
If cleaning operations prior to application of Weser-Pro
HY are not carried out correctly, the results will not be
satisfactory.
Make sure there are no traces of Weser-Net EF (an acid
product) or other product left, by rinsing thoroughly with
plenty of water. Leave to dry for at least 24 hours before
applying Weser-Pro HY.

- Consumption: 5 litres for 30 to 50 sq. m. per coat.
5 litres for 10 m. of balustrade.
On paving, do not apply more than 5 litres for 30 sq.m.,
to avoid making the surface slippery

Equipment needed
- Sprayer, brush or wide paintbrush.
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This information is purely indicative. It results from
our knowledge of the product and from our
experience, and can in no way engage our
responsibility as to its application. Product
consumption shown is an average figure, which
can vary widely depending on the type of materials
and the method of application used.
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Packaging
5-litres plastic container.
Cardboard box of four
containers.

